
Connect the Audio Receiver to Your
Stereo (MP3 Anywhere users)

These steps will guide you through
connecting the VR30A video receiver to

your stereo. Here's how you do it:

1. Connect the red and white plugs on the supplied
RCA cable to the respective Audio In connections
on the video receiver. Plug the other ends of these
into the appropriate audio inputs on your stereo.

2. Plug the PR30A power supply into any 120V AC
outlet.

3. Plug the power output of the PR30A into the DC
12V plug on the VR30A.

To listen to your MP3 audio, simply select the correct
input setting on your stereo to listen to your MP3
files.

Notes:

The VK42A lets you display audio and video from X10
video senders anywhere in your home. With the VK42A
you can listen to MP3 Anywhere all over your home,
watch DVD Anywhere in the living room and on your
bedroom TV, or monitor your XCam Anywhere from
more than one TV. To use the VK40A you must have
one of these kits already.

Configuring the Video Receiver
The first step in setting up your new video
receiver (model VR30A) is configuring it to
work with the video transmitter (model VT30A)

you should have already installed as
part of an X10 Anywhere kit. Check the
"Channel" (A-D) setting on the bottom
of your VT30A and set the switch on
the new VR30A to match. If these
settings do not match, your audio or
video will not be displayed correctly.

Connecting the Video Receiver to your TV
or VCR (DVD & XCam Anywhere and Video
Sender users)

These steps will guide you through connecting
the VR30A video receiver to your TV or VCR so that
you can watch video picture on your TV. Here's how
you do it:

1. Plug the yellow video plug on the supplied RCA cable
(the one with yellow, red and white connectors on both
ends) into the Video Out jack on the VR30A Video
Sender receiver. Connect the other end into the yellow
video input jack on your TV or VCR.

2. Connect the red and white plugs on the RCA cable
to the respective Audio In connections on the video
receiver. Plug the other ends of these into the audio
inputs on your TV or VCR.

Note: If your TV or VCR doesn't have RCA video and
audio inputs, you can connect the output of the receiver
to the TV using the provided coaxial cable.

3. Plug the PR30A power supply into any 120V AC
outlet.

4. Plug the power output of the PR30A into the DC 12V
plug on the VR30A.
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